Free Must-Have iPad Apps for Primary

10 Frame Fill – This app provides children practice with recognizing additive "10 Families" (e.g., 1 and 9,
2 and 8, etc.).
ABC Alphabet by Little Sorter - Little Sorter ABC is an exciting interactive game that helps your child
rapidly learn to read and recognize alphabet letters, all with just the touch of their finger.
ABC Magic 5 Letter Sound Matching - This app will help strengthen the association of each letter with
its most commonly occurring sound. Children can choose 4, 6, or 9 squares to work with and then
choose whether they will match pictures to letters or letters to pictures. They then choose the correct
pictures to match the letter or choose the correct letter to match their picture.
ABC Magic 7 Memory Match - Memory matching game with a helpful twist.
ABCs: Alphabet Learning Game - VocabuLarry the parrot is there to guide your children through the
ABC’s: Alphabet Learning Game, giving them their very first chance to test out their reading and writing
skills. Colorful and captivating, kids will love the simple navigation system and eye-catching artwork
within our brilliant training tools.
Alphabet Organizer - The Alphabet Organizer enables children to create a calendar-style alphabet chart
or letter pages for an alphabet book. Younger children can print the letter pages and draw pictures of
things that start with each letter. They can also use the chart to learn the order of the alphabet and
which words start with which letters—an important building block for reading.
Alphabet Tracing - Fun train, truck and worm animations come to life for children to follow, while
showing the proper way to write alphabet letters and numbers.
BlobbleWriteHD - Learn to write letters and numbers with the blobbles. Children can copy the blobbles
as they trace out the strokes to write letters and numbers.
ChatterPix Kids – by Duck Duck Moose - Chatterpix Kids can make anything talk -- pets, friends, doodles,
and more. Simply take any photo, draw a line to make a mouth, and record your voice. Then share your
Pix with friends and family as silly greetings, playful messages, creative cards, or even fancy book
reports.
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Doodle Buddy for iPad – This is a great app for all curriculum areas. It allows students to finger paint,
draw, scribble, sketch, write, stamp, and create with a wide variety of easy-to-use tools. The free version
includes ads.
Feel Electric! – In this app from Sesame Street, children learn about different emotions.
Line ‘em Up - Designed to promote kindergarteners' mastery of number order, this app replicates a
simple classroom activity in which children place number tiles in order from least to greatest. Options
include using 10, 15, or 20 number tiles and designating a range of beginning numbers.
Little Matchups ABC - Little Matchups is an exciting interactive matching game that helps your child
rapidly learn how to recognize and identify important concepts such as uppercase and lowercase letters.
My First Words – Flashcards by Alligator Apps - Add your own cards, record your own voice, and add
your own pictures. Includes 200+ gorgeous photographs that are carefully hand-picked and eight
different play modes to show the flashcards anyway you like.
Number Rack - The movable, colored beads encourage learners to think in groups of fives and tens,
helping them to explore and discover a variety of addition and subtraction strategies.
PBS Kids Video - Watch more than 1,000 videos from your favorite PBS KIDS television series anytime,
anywhere. New videos are added weekly.
Shape Monster – Learn Different Shapes - The Shape Monster is a demanding chef who is very specific
about the shapes of his ingredients. Among the spice racks, stacked plates, and oozing stockpot, you’ll
have to feed this hungry, food-slobbered monster. The key to keeping his belly satisfied is knowing your
shapes!
Sprout’s Good Night Star HD - Your preschooler can practice their bedtime routine with Sprout's lovable
character, Star. Brush Star's teeth, wash Star's Face, read a Sprouterrific story to Star, and get him ready
for bed.
Sound Beginnings - Six learning games provide practice in phonics and reading. Identify the beginning,
middle, or ending sound of a word. Two modes of matching: letters to pictures or pictures to letters.
Toca Kitchen Monsters - In this Monster edition of the super-hit Toca Kitchen, you can cook and play
with food for two hungry monsters. Pick any ingredient and prepare it in your own way; then see if the
monsters like it.
Touch and Learn – ABC Alphabet and 123 Numbers - Teach letters from A to Z. Teach numbers from 1
to 20. Teach concepts - letters vs. numbers, big vs. small letters. Teach phonics - touch the "buh" letter.
Fully customizable.
Toy Story Read-Along – This is a fully interactive reading experience packed with games, movie clips,
coloring pages, sing-along tunes, and surprises on every page. Hear the story read aloud, record your
own narration, or explore at your own pace.
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